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A multimanager noticed that their fund of funds has drifted higher in terms of its growth profile 
while other styles have remained fairly consistent. They need to better understand how much of the 
change is caused by markets, benchmarks or trading decisions they have made in order to properly 
communicate to their investors.

DeltaZoom™ Fund of Funds
for Asset Managers
Understanding portfolio changes—why and how 

USE CASE

Where was the change? 

With DeltaZoom,™ they can quickly 
see which factors have changed the 
most. Here, the multimanager can 
see that the significant change in the 
Growth factor relative to other fairly 
consistent factors.

They start the investigation by using the DeltaZoom™ Waterfall chart,  
which visually decomposes the change into five drivers: 

Market, Factors, Benchmark Rebalancing, Sub Fund Trading, and Fund Allocation.

What caused the change? 

In this case, they can see what is 
causing the drift and interestingly, 
they see benchmark rebalancing was 
a headwind against the increase in 
Growth.
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advisors achieve better financial outcomes.

How widespread was the change? 

With the benchmark weighted average on a particular 
Growth factor in this example, they observe Earnings 
Growth 5Y and can drilldown into which specific sector 
drove up the Growth profile. In this case, they can see 
that Cons Disc, Info Tech and Materials are leading the 
sector forces.
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